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Rhythm Chic Collection Opens On-Line Store July 15th

Designer Connie Shaw of The Artisan Company launches a new on-line store called the Rhythm Chic
Collection which will feature rock-n-roll Native American Jewelry with a Bohemian edge for men &
women!

July 10, 2009 - PRLog -- Nashville/TN, USA (RhythmChicCollection.com) July 10, 2009

Designer Connie Shaw of The Artisan Company launches a new on-line store called the Rhythm Chic
Collection which will feature musically inspired Native American Jewelry with a Bohemian edge for men
& women!

This unique store will also be featuring a T-shirt line, greeting cards, coffee mugs, home decor, and music
CD's. The most interesting category Shaw believes will be the "Made 4 Stage" page. This is where anyone
in the entertainment industry or otherwise can go to purchase clothing and accessories for the stage - sure to
make a statement!

The Rhythm Chic Collection was birthed out of a love for heritage and music. Shaw who is of Celtic and
Native American decent opened The Artisan Company in 2004 and has been creating unique jewelry
designs for a variety of customers. Being a percussion player and knowing that people come to see a show,
the visual was very important. This lead Shaw to begin to design her own line of clothing and accessories
geared for entertainment. She further stated that after many inquires about her designs, she decided to create
an on-line store.

Shaw also stated that over the years many celebrities have worn her creations, some for stage and award
shows including The Nammy's and even The Grammy's. 

What makes Shaw the happiest is to see her clients from all backgrounds find the right piece of jewelry that
expresses who they are.

The Rhythm Chic Collection opens on July 15th.

Rhythm Chic Collection
Jewelry & Accessories with an edge!
1-866-996-5009

Contact:
Ken Shaw, director of PR
615-948-FILM
www.KenShawFilms.com
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